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Abstract – The breast cancer is the most common neoplasm amongst women. Mammography is 
an essential tool for diagnosis and early detection of this disease. In order to guarantee the 
effectiveness of the diagnosis taking into account the patient radiation safety, it is mandatory to 
perform the quality control tests of the mammographic equipment. The main objective of this 
work has been to evaluate the relationship between the image quality and the total performance of 
the medical equipment. Primary data were collected from several radiological facilities during the 
quality control inspections performed by the local regulatory authorities of the Brazilian health, 
the National Commission of Nuclear Energy and the Brazilian College of Radiology. The main 
important functioning parameters were evaluated as well as the image quality using the simulator 
“phantom mama”. In spite of the fact that high quality images could suggest delivering large 
radiation doses to patients it has been demonstrated that it is possible to acquire images with a 
good quality for clinical diagnosis without delivering high doses if the system is working 
properly. It has been concluded that following an optimized quality control program could avoid 
the complex dosimetrics studies to guarantee good images quality.  
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Introduction  
 
In Brazil, according to the National Institution of Cancer (INCA), )the breast cancer is the most 
frequent, with 48.930 cases in 2006. Cancer is the second cause of death for Brazilian female 
population and breast cancer is the most frequent neoplasm amongst women. Mammography is 
an essential tool for diagnosis and early detection of this disease. In order to be effective, the 
mammography must be of good quality (2). Mammography images quality should reach high 
standards without exceeding the acceptable exposure levels for the breast. Because of the risks of 
ionizing radiation, the equipment must be checked, the radiographic techniques require some 
optimization review maintaining or improving the quality of image, to ensure that all women are 
submitted to mammography procedures of high quality for the detection of breast cancer. 
 
Mammography is the most reliable method to detect lesions in the breast in the very initial phase, 
showing extremely significant signs. A mammography cannot be considered of good quality if 
the definition and contrast details do not revail the structures of the normal and abnormal breast. 
To acquire images with high quality a program of quality control should be maintained 
concerning equipment performance and radiographic techniques, including breast positioning and 
compression, and film processing (3). The quality of the image is directly related with the 



capacity of the system to distinguish even small structures inside the breasts. Quality Control in 
Mammography is very special area of quality control in radiology, which demands to follow 
strictly the quality control program. Doses in mammography should be maintained as low as 
possible without reducing the high image quality necessary to allow an early detection of the 
breast cancer. The tissue of the breast has almost an homogeneous composition. This increases 
the difficulty to detect small structures which may be associated with breast cancer (4).  
 
Methods and materials 
 
The data from this report was collect from a Mammography Quality Control Programme 
developed by the National Commission of Nuclear Energy between the Ministry of Health and 
the Brazilian College of Radiology. The Programme evaluates the quality of the image and the 
entrance surface kerma measured with LiF100 TL dosimeters (5). The phantom images were 
obtained with an automatic exposure technique (AEC). The phantom used simulates a breast that 
contains objects as tumoral masses, microcalcifications, fibers and low contrast discs. The 
simulator consists of slices of polymetilmetacrylate (PPMA) of 4.5 cm thickness. High resolution 
patterns to determine image definition and a step wedge to measure image contrast were also 
included in the phantom.  

Image quality was quantified by image contrast – difference between low and high density over 
the film, image detail detection and the minimum detectable dimension of low contrast objects. 
The visualization of 5 simulated structures (masses, microcalcifications, fibers, discs and 
patterns), the mean optical density and the contrast index allowed to classify the phantom image 
quality in a 7-point scale. The optimal performance level to the phantom image quality was a 
score of 7 points and the minimum accepted level was 6 points. The doses recommended for the 
surface entrance kerma is 10 mGy (6) and we accepted 10 ± 3 mGy. During the above period 
many electric and mechanic devices were verified such as alignment and compression force, 
automatic exposure control system, field alignment and film processing (2, 3, 8). 

 
 
Results and Discussion  
 
According to the results obtained throughout the image evaluation, more than 50% of the 
facilities did not achieve the minimum performance level – at least 6 points (Table.1). The bad 
performance from film processing had the main effect of spoiling the image. The film processing 
quality control warranted special attention. Each parameter was classified in accordance with his 
performance. The evaluation noticed that a considerable amount of mammography x-ray units 
had serious operational problems even in the case of new equipments. One of the big problems is 
the wide variety of models; as a consequence they do not use the acceptance tests and do not 
verify that the performance did not change with time; in some facilities a preventive maintenance 
and quality assurance program are not provided as routine practices.  
The inspections found: 
 - failures even in the resolution pattern; the supposed cause is that focal spot sizes larger than 
standard recommendation and the currently protocols (6,7) were used;  
- incorrect processing of a sensitometric scale decreasing the contrast and worsening the quality 
for clinical diagnosis.  
 
On the other hand this analysis could demonstrate that phantom images of optimal quality (score 
7) may be obtained with entrance surface kerma in the range 8 ± 3 mGy, which is an indication 
that optimal quality images automatically set the entrance surface kerma in an optimal range.  
 



 
 
 
 

Parameters 
evaluated 

Scores 

Resolution 1 
Microcalcifications 1 
Fibers 1 
Masses 1 
Discs 1 
Contrast 1 
Mean Optical Density 1 
Total 7 

 
Table 1.Scores of the phantom image quality (points) 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
From all the measurements performed we conclude that when quality in image is assured the 
doses are in an optimal range. On the basis of international experience an appropriated quality 
control program could guarantee the collection of useful clinical images for clinical practice 
working safely and achieving the ALARA recommendation. 
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